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The Buckingham House and Industrial School are two separate but
related buildings.
Buckingham House, built in the mid eighteenth century, is a two
and a half story ell shaped stuccoed stone residence with gable
roof. The principle facade of the building is five bays wide.
The interior of the building has a central hall floor plan flanked
by a single room on either side. The south room on the first level
has much of its original fabric still intact including, recessed
paneled windows eighteen inches deep, beaded chair railing, random
width flooring and a yery fine carved mantelpiece. The mantelpiece
exhibits German designs in the form of eight pointed stars and
herringbone trim.
The Buckingham Industrial School, built in 1898, is a large three
story brick building with full basement laid in common bond which

is thirteen bays wide and four bays deep.
The main block
sections which
in the center,
stretcher arch
pediment.

of the house is divided into three pedimented
extend in from of the main block of the building
north and south ends. An eliptical window with
and keystone are located in the center of each

Also located on the premises is a one story brick chapel, nineteenth
century frame bank barn, frame Victorian caretaker's house and
graveyard.
The Buckingham House has had the land grant name of Buckingham
House since before 1759. After having had the original grant
resurveyed in the 1760's, Ninian Tannenhill left to his son,
William, at his death on August 21, 1767 in excess of three hundred
acres of Buckingham House, as well as "my dwelling plantation."
It is not known when John Hosselback acquired the property, but
in January, 1840 at his death, Hosselback willed "my plantation
farm and tract of land lying on both sides of the Monocacy River
that I presently reside on" to his grandson A. H. Cunningham, son
of Benjamin Amos Cunningham.
In 1898, the Maryland Legislature chartered the Buckingham Industrial School for boys. According to Williams, History of Frederick
County, the school "had its origin in the desire of its founders
to provide an institution where poor boys whose surroundings were
such as to preclude an opportunity for advancement in life, could
have a home, receive an education and the opportunity to make of
themselves intelligent and useful citizens.
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(continued)

In 1858, the property was given by the Baker family to the
Episcopal Diocese of Maryland and has since become the Clagget
Diocesan Center, a conference center and retreat.
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Archeological DESCRIPTION SUMMARY s e e C o n t i n u a t i o n Sheet # 10
Describe the present and original (if k n o w n ) physical a p p e a r a n c e

The Buckingham House and Industrial School are two separate but
attached buildings which are set on a bald hill surrounded by farmland
on the east side of Route 85, set back approximately one-half mile from
the road , south of Buckeystown, Maryland. The Industrial School faces
west toward the highway; the Buckingham House faces east toward the
Monocacy River. The school, perched on a bluff overlooking the Monocacy
River Valley is one of the largest buildings outside of the City of
Frederick in Frederick County and dominates the surrounding rural pastoral
landscape. The immediate area surrounding the school complex is sheltered
by large maple and oak trees. A portion of the property proposed for
nomination to the National Register as the Buckingham Geological Survey
in June 1978 and September 1979 as part of a systematic survey of the
Monocacy River Valley. As a result of these surveys eight archeological
sites on the property were identified. These sites are described in detail
below.
Buckingham House, built in the mid-18th century, is a 2\ story ell
shaped stuccoed stone residence with gable roof. The principal facade of
the building is five bays wide. The main entrance, twin four panel doors
with four light transom, is located in the third b a y .

The first two bays

l the first level are occupied by 9/9 windows. The third and fourth bays
L
e occupied by large ten pane floor to ceiling windows which were probably
installed late in the 19th century. A frame columned porch with decorative
turned columns, scrolled brackets and dentiled cornice extends across
the front of the building on the first level. Occupying all bays on the
second level are 9/9 windows which have been covered with storm windows.
An ell shaped addition which is three bays wide and one room deep exten>
to the north rear of the main block of the house. Occupying each bay of
the addition on both levels are 9/9 windows covered by storm windows.
A frame two story open porch was once located along the south side of the
addition, but was enclosed when the building became a convention center
for the Episcopal Church.
The entire house is built on a random stone foundation. The slate gabl
roof is connected to the house by an architraved boxed cornice with return.
The interior of the house has a central hall floor plan flanked by a
single room on either side. The south room on the first level has much
of its original fabric still intact including recessed paneled winddws
eighteen inches deep, beaded chair railing, random width flooring and a
very fine carved mantelpiece. The mantelpiece exhibits German designs in
the form of eight pointed stars and herringbone trim.
The north room on the first level of the Buckingham House is identical
;o the south room with shouldered architrave molding over each window and
ioor opening in the room. The two windows on the east wall of the room
are jib winodws which open to the porch. An original six panel door leads
to the original rear ell addition on the west wall of the room.
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #1
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(DESCRIPTION, continued)
The main entrance hall has been altered by the addition of a bathroom
in the northwest corner and late 19th century changes to the open well
staircase including a turned newel post and turned balusters. A bathroom
has replaced the central hall on the second floor. Flanking rooms are
identical to those on the first level with simple carved mantelpieces and
shouldered architrave molding.
Originally the Buckingham House extended one room deep in an ell
shape as evidenced by the original molding which remains intact on the
second level in the area now called the Farmhouse Dorm. The room on the
first level was probably changed int he late 19th century when the school
was added and is:.paneled with beaded wainscoting.
A two story open porch once extended to the south side of the
addition, but has been enclosed.
The Buckingham Industrial School, built in 1898, is a large three story
brick building with full basement laid in common bond which is thirteen
bays wide and four bays deep.
The main block of the house is divided into three pedimented sections
which extend in front of the main block of the building int he center, north
and soutlr ends. An eliptical window with stretcher arch and keystone are
located in the center of each pediment.
Stretcher arches are located over each window on the north half of the
building. Triple header arches are located over each window in the south
half of the building. Stretcher arches with keystones are located over
each window in the center section.
A brick belt course extends across the entire front of the building
just below the windows on the third level.
A large frame bell-shaped cupola with Palladian windows, columns and
dentiled cornice straddles the gable in the center of the roof. The
Buckingham House is connected to the industrial school building in the
center rear.
The main entrance, replaced two five panel doors with decorative transoi
is located in the seventh bay. Double hung 2/2 windows are located in
each level. A three bay wide brick entrance porch extends on the west
sid eof the building in front of the main entrance.
The entire structure is built on a high coursed random stone foundation
The slate roof with decorative snow stops is connected to the building
by a boxed cornice with dentiled frieze.
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #2.
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(DESCRIPTION, continued)
One large brick chimney extends just south of the center of the building
The interior main school building, now used as a retreat center, has
changed little since the building housed the Buckingham Industrial School.
Throughout the building is located a decorative tin ceiling which is one
of the few evidences of decoration in the utilitarian school building.
The chapel area once located in the south room ont he first level,
has been altered by the removal of four stained glass windows which once
embellished the altar on the south wall.
Directly across from the chapel area flanking the entrance hall is
a large ell shaped area originally used for classrooms.
The plain plastered walls throughout much of the building have been
covered with modern paneling.

Circular molding and accompanying

trim

originally located around windows and doors has often been removed.
—
A large area in the southwest corner which was floored in tile was
used by the school as an infirmary area with an adjacent room now being
used as a utilitarian area once accommodating the nurses.
Most of the remaining areas have not changed in use from the original
dormitory purpose.
The following list defines the standing structures on the property.
The numbers are keyed to the attached sketch map.
1. North Cottage—built circa 1900.
One story frame building covered with asbestos shingles and
asphalt gable roof. Banked two story addition made in 1978.
Originally the building was used for classrooms and now serves as
guest rooms.
2. Bathhouse—built circa 1895
Banked on e story stucco over cinder block buildings with stepped
gable roof. Originally used as the steam laundry, this building
now serves as a bathhouse to the nearby pool.
3. Outdoor Pavillion—built circa 1960.
Frame and screen structure built by Clagett Center.
4. Chapel—built circa 1910.
"One story yellow brick building with gable roof and later bell
tower addition in front center was originally used as the school
gymnasium.

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #3.
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(DESCRIPTION,continued)
5. East Cottage—built circa 1900
Two story frame house covered with asbestos siding and asphalt
roof. Originally used as servant quarters, now a guest house.
The building was remodeled in 1974.
6. Buckingham House and Main Building of Buckingham Industrial School.
7. Caretaker's House—built circa 1895
Two and a half story frame building bu ilt on a low rubble lime• stone foundation with asbestoscovering. One story frame porch
with bracketed dentiled frieze, arched 2/2 windows, front gable
with original standing seam tin room with original boxed cornice
with small decorative diamond frieze. This building has always
been used to house staff working on the school grounds.
8. Shalom Cottage—built circa 1910
One story frame building radically altered.
a smokehouse converted to guest quarters.

Originally used as

9. Apartment Building—built circa 1910.
One story frame building covered with asbestos. Originally used
as smokehouse and generating plant now staff housing.
10. Later Caretaker House—built circa 1930.
Two story stuccoed bungalow.
11. Farm Complex
Includes frame bank barn, dairy barn, frame outbuilding, brick
and tile silo.
12. Tenant House—built circa 1895.
Two and one-half story gable roofed aluminum siding over frame
tenant house with one story frame outbuilding.
13. Barn—built 1880
Small frame barn used for hay storage.
14. Graveyard
The graveyard is enclosed by a brick fence, but no gravestones
remain intact.
15. Irrigation Area—circa 1900.
Irrigation pipes in the lower acreage of the farm were installed
by the school circa 1900. It is believed that the irrigation piping
was used to water the asparagus crop which was sold by the school.

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #4.
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(DESCRIPTION, continued)
The following archeological sites (numbers keyed to sketch map) are
identified:
D-18FR25—A Late Woodland village site, located on a river terrace near the
ontluence of an intermittent stream and the Monocacy, about 15 meters above the
river. The site was investigated by Calvin Swomley of Buckeystown, Md.,
in the 1960s, who excavated 28 pits in a semi-circular area measuring 80
meters in length and 50 meters in width. The artifacts recovered by Swomle
are in his possession. The major Late Woodland component at the site
is the Nolands Ferry Pha se, indicated by the presence of limestonetempered pottery with geometric patterns of incised lines, cord impressions
or punctuates encircling the rim. Carbon-14 dates from other sites in
the Monocacy valley would place the occupation of this site between
A.D. 1350 and 1500 (Peck 1979).
H-18FR239—Probably a small hunting site, indicated by the presence of a low
density of guartz and rhyolite debitage (less than one artifact per four
square meters). The size and time period of occupation of the site are
unknown.
G-18FR352—A site characterized by a low density scatter of lithnic material
in a 30 by 30 meter area. One Late Archaic (Vernon) point was found. The
site is on a river terrace about 25 meters from an intermittent stream.
The Late Archaic Vernon point dates from 3000-2000 B.C.
A-18FR353—This site consists of a low density lithic scatter about 20
meters in diameter. It is on a river terrace/hillslope about 15 meters fr<
an intermittent stream. The time period of occupation is unknown.
B-18FR354—A small historic cemetery, probably 19th century, already noted
in the nomination form.
F-18FR355—This site has a low to moderate density of material in a 60 by 30
meter area (moderate density is one to five artifacts per four square mete:
It is on the river terrace separated from FR 352 and FR 356 by a gully on
either side. It is 50 meters from an intermittent stream. Material
collected included a Selby Bay projectile point, representing the Middle
Woodland period (A.D. 400-900) .
E-18FR356—A site of moderate lithic density in a 90 by 30 meter area, locat
on the river terrace. No diagnostics indicating time period of occupation
were recovered.
C-18FR357—An historic site. Stoneware, earthenware, glass and iron fragmen
were concentrated in a 60 by 30 meter area. The site is on a hilltop
(ridge) not far from the cemetery (FR 354). The ceramics appear to date
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #5.
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(DESCRIPTION, continued)
from the early 19th century. No structure is indicated in this location
in the 1873 Atlas of Frederick County (Lake). The site issufficiently early
to have potential for high archeological significance.
BOUNDARY JUSTIFICATION
The 310 acres of land being nominated includes:
1.

all buildings and structures associated with the Buckingham House and
School including the irrigation pipes (#15) installed by the school
boys in the lower fields of the property.

2.

all known archeological sites as surveyed on the property (see attached
map indicating surveyed areas) and two areas outside the surveyed areas
in the southeast and north part of the property which are very likely
to yield further undistrubed sites below the plow zones.
follows geographic and physical boundaries of the property and includes
the present bounds of the farm-retreat center which neatly define the
boundaries of the resource.
NOTE:

The original entrance to the school was in Buckeystown and
entered the school grounds from the north. This entrance
and road no longer exists and the area has been substantially
changed by a subdivision development and new Route 80. The
present entrance has been used since the first part of the 20th
century. Thel and parcel fronting on Rout 85 has never been
part of the school complex and bears no significance in defining
this resource.

8. Significance
Period
prehistoric
1400-1499
_ 1500-1599
_ 1600-1699
X 1700-1799
_JL 1800-1899
_ 1900-

Areas of Significance—Check
_X_ archeology-prehistoric
archeology-historic
agriculture
_2L_ architecture
_X_
art
commerce
communications
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and justify below
community planning
conservation
economics
education
engineering
exploration/settlement
industry
invention

Specific dates l a t e 18th & l a t e 1 9 t h Builder/Architect

landscape architecture
law
,
literature
military
music
philosophy
politics-government

religion
science.
sculpture
social/
humanitarian
theater
transportation
other (specify)

unknown

Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

SIGNIFICANCE
The quality of the significance possessed by the Buckingham House and
Industrial School Complex in the vicinity of Buckeystown, Maryland stems froi
three sources: archeology, architecture and education. The Buckingham
House and Industrial School contributed significantly to the vocational
education history and development of Frederick County and the State of
Maryland from the 1870s to 1944 when it operated as the only vocational
school for boys in Frederick County training students to apprentice in a
trade or continue their education in a business school and thus making a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of Frederick County and
Maryland educational history.
Buckingham House is architecturally
significant as it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a mid to late
1th century rural Frederick County residential structure with mixed
English/German traditions displaying exceptionally fine original interior
architectural detailing in the form of shouldered architrave closet, door,
and window moldings, and an unusual mantelpiece decorated with herringbone1
pattern and star shaped motifs. The Buckingham House and Industrial Schoo]
Complex is archeologically significant because it has yielded seven sites oi
several prehistoric occupations from as early as 4000 .B.C. through 1900
and is likely to yield further undisturbed features below the plow zones.
The late Woodland Village site (18FR25) is one of few such sites known in
the Monocacy Valley.
HISTORY AND SUPPORT
The land upon which the Buckingham House stands has had the land grant
name of Buckingham House since before 17 59, indicating that the stonehouse
may be one of the earliest known dated structures in Frederick County. Aft
having had the original grant resurveyed in the 1760s, Ninian Tannenhill
left to his son, William, at his death in August 21, 1767 in excess of
three hundred acres of Buckingham House, as well as "my dwelling plantation
Twenty years later William Tannenhill sold^to George Schnartzell the ho
and surrounding land for 1900 pounds sterling.
George Schnartzell died in
1810, but the Buckingham House property is not listed in his real estate
holdings. It is not known when John Hosselback acquired the property, but
in January, 184 0 at his death, Hosselback willed "my plantation farm and
tract of land lying on both sides of the Monocacy River that I presently
reside on" to his grandson, A.H.'Cunningham, son of Benjamin Amos Cunninghc
In 1871 Cunningham died intestate and the land was purchased for $20.0(
from his heirs by Daniel Baker, a prominent entrepreneur of Buckeystown.
Nothing is known about these early owners of the Buckingham House.
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #6
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(SIGNIFICANCE, continued)
During the 19th century Daniel Baker and subsequently his eldest son,
William Baker, became two of the most prominent entrepreneurs in Frederick
County. Daniel Baker began as the president of the Buckey Tannery Business,
Buckeystown, later developing The Standard Lime and Stone Company which his
son, William, later ran. William Baker was also in part responsible for
beginning the Buckeystown Packing Company and was the principal land
developer of much of the residential community of Buckeystown.
The role of the Buckingham House as a private residence changed radicall
in 1871 when Daniel Baker (1811-1888) purchased the property and converted
the stone mansion to the Buckingham Industrial School for Boys. The school
expanded and was incorporated under the administration of Baker's sons,
William, John, and Daniel in 1898. In the same year a large three story
building was constructed to the rear of the main house in a serviceable and
institutional form based on European industrial schools according to local
tradition which Daniel Baker had seen during his European travels.
According to Williams' History of Frederick County the school "had its
origin in the desire of its founders to provide an institution where poor
boys whose surroundings were such as to preclude an opportunity for advancement in life, could have a home, receive an education and the opportunity tc
make of themselves intelligent and useful citizens."
Fifty students between the ages of six and twelve lived and worked at
the school which consisted of a dining area and kitchen on the basement levf
classrooms and chapel on the first level, dormitory on the second level
and infirmary on the third level. The boys operated the surrounding
dairy farm and cultivated the profitable asparagus crop raised in the lower
30 arcres of the school grounds which still contains the irrigation pipes
installed by the students.
Except for some minor interior changes such as the addition of paneling
in the school building and enclosure of the Buckingham House rear two story
porch, relatively few changes have been made to any of the buildings.
These alterations have not significantly changed the form and in most cases
the use of the buildings and rooms associated with the school, (i.e. chapel
is still a chapel, dormitory, kitchen, classrooms, used as same).
The school closed in 1944 because Maryland State regulations would have
forced the Baker family operation to become a public orphanage. In 1950,
the buildings and grounds were sold to the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Maryland and now serves as a conference and retreat center.
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #7.
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(SIGNIFICANCE, continued)
The archeological sites identified on the Buckingham House property
are representative of several prehistoric occupations from as early as 4000
B.C. through A.D. 1600. Taken together, this cluster of prehistoric sites
represent varying uses of the same environmental setting during different
time periods and because of this, could provide opportunity for studying
site function and intrasite patterning through time. The historic sites,
the cemetery and house site, most likely are related in some way to the
Buckingham House and the exact nature of this relationship could be
demonstrated through additional archival and archeological research.

Frederick County Probate Records, Liber A 1; Folio 295.
2
Frederick County Land Records, Liber WR 8; Folio 229.
3
Frederick County Probate Records, Liber GME 2; Folio 4 21.
4

"Frederick County Land Records, Liber CM 10; Folio 38.

5
Williams, p. 518.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION
The acreage comprising the Buckingham House and Industrial
School complex includes a three hundred and ten acre parcel. The
boundaries follow physical and geographical lines beginning at the
west boundary of the property which runs northeast and southwest for
approximately 4800 feet from the southern edge of New Route 80
running along the west side of a gravel driveway which extends
approximately 3600 feet south of new Route 80, the western boundary
of which is then defined by a hedgerow and fence and continues to a
stand of trees at the edge of woodland. The border then follows this
stand of trees which is also the legal southern boundary of the
property in a southeasterly direction for 800 feet in a straight
line to the west bank of the 1'onocacy River. The boundary then runs
north and east along the west bank of the Monocacy River approximately
6000 feet to the northeast boundary of the property defined by a
fence, hedgerow and old road which runs in a straight line northwest
approximately 3900 feet to the south edge of new Route 80 following

the road approximately 1200 feet to the point of beginning.
The property is parcel one of map 104 in the property maps of
Frederick County; the legal description of which is located in
Liber 489, Folio 294 of the Frederick County Land Records.
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DESCRIPTION SUMMARY
The Buckingham House and Industrial School Complex is a group of
thirteen buildings and eight archeological sites that possess integrity
of design and location. The buildings which generally range in dates
of construction from about the late eighteenth century to the early
twentieth century are primarily structures erected for use during
the trade school period from the 1870s to the 1950s. Architecturally
these range from a large two-and-a-half story stuccoed stone house
with somewhat sophisticated Federal trim for this section of the
county to a Colonial P.evival chapel built about 1910. The significance
is further enhanced by a series of irrigation pipes laid in the
fields as part of the trade school program. The archeological sites
range from 4000 B.C. through 19C0.

9. Major Bibliographical References.
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Geographical D a t a

Acreage of nominated property
310
Buckeystown
Quadrangle name
UMT References

acres
approximately
Quadrangle
Quadrangle scale

_1:24000

Verbal boundary description and j u s t i f i c a t i o n

For verbal boundary d e s c r i p t i o n , see Continuation Sl-.eet #9
For boundary j u s t i f i c a t i o n , see Continuation Cheet #5
List all states and counties for properties overlapping state or county boundaries
state

N/A

state

code

county

code

code

county

code

1 . Form Prepared By
name/title

C h e r i l y n W i d e l l / M a u r e e n Kavanagh
F r e d e r i c k County O f f i c e of H i s t o r i c P r e s e r v a t i o n /
organization Md. G e o l o g i c a l S u r v e y
date
O c t o b e r 193 0
12 E a s t C h u r c h S t r e e t / J o h n ' s H o p k i n s U n i v e r s i t y
street & number
C h a r l e s and 3 4 t h S t r e e t s
telephone (301) 6 9 4 - 1 0 6 3 / 3 3 8 - 7 2 3 6
city or town

Frederick/Baltimore
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12. State Historic Preservation Officer Certification
The evaluated significance of this property within the state is:
national

state

x

local

As the designated State Historic Preservation Officer for the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89665), I hereby nominate this property for inclusion in the National Register and certify that it has been evaluated
according to the criteria and procedures set forth by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service.
State Historic Preservation Officer signature
tme

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER

date

For HCRS use only
I hereby certify that this property Is Included In the National Register
date
Keeper of the National Register
Attest:
Chief of Registration
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DESCRIPTION
CONDITION
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CHECK ONE
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X-GOOD
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Buckingham House and Industrial School are two separate but related
buildings which are set on a hill on the east side of Route 85, south
of Buckeystown, Maryland. The Industrial School faces west toward the
highway; the Buckingham House faces east toward the Monocacy River.
Buckingham House, built in the mid eighteenth century, is a two and a
half story ell shaped stuccoed stone residence with gable roof. The
principle facade of the building is five bays wide. The main entrance,
twin four panel doors with four light transom is located in the third
bay. The first two bays on the first level are occupied by 9/9 windows.
The third and fourth bays are occupied by large 10 pane floor to ceiling
windows which were probably installed late in the nineteenth century.
A frame columned porch with decorative turned columns, scrolled brackets
and dentiled cornice extends across the front of the building on the
first level. Occupying all bays on the second level are 9/9 windows
which have been covered with storm windows.
An ell shaped addition which is three bays wide and one room deep
extends to the north rear of the main block of the house. Occupying
each bay of the addition on both levels are 9/9 windows covered by storm
windows. A frame two story open porch was once located along the south
side of the addition, but was enclosed when the building became a convention center for the Episcopal Church.
The entire house is built on a random stone foundation. The slate gable
roof is connected to the house by an architraved boxed cornice with
return.
The interior of the building has a central hall floor plan flanked by a
single room on either side. The south room on the first level has much
of its original fabric still intact including, recessed paneled windows
eighteen inches deep, beaded chair railing, random width flooring and a
very fine carved mantelpiece. The mantelpiece exhibits German designs
in the form of eight pointed stars and herringbone trim.
The Buckingham Industrial School, built in 1898, is a large three story
brick building with full basement laid in common bond which is thirteen
bays wide and four bays deep.
The main block of the house is divided into three pedimented sections
which extend in front of the main block of the building in the center,
north and south ends. An eliptical window with stretch arch and keystone
are located in the center of each pediment.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Buckingham House and Industrial School have played a very important
role in the history of the southern part of Frederick County, Maryland
in both the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
The land upon which the Buckingham House stands has had the land grant
name of Buckingham House since before 1759, indicating that the stone
house may be one of the earliest known dated structures in Frederick
County. After having had the original grant resurveyed in the 1760's,
Ninian Tannenhill left to his son, William, at his death in August 21,
1767 in excess of 300 acres of Buckingham House, as well as "my dwelling
plantation". 1
Twenty years later William Tannenhill sold to George Schnartzell the
house and surrounding land for 1900 pounds sterling.2 George Schnartzell
died in 1810, but the Buckingham House property is not listed in his real
estate holdings. It is not known when John Hosselback acquired the
property, but in January, 1840 at his death, Hosselback willed "my plantation farm and tract of land lying on both sides of the Monocacy River
that I presently reside on" to his grandson A. H. Cunningham, son of
Benjamin Amos Cunningham.3
In 1871 Cunningham died intestate and the land was purchased for $20,000
from his heirs by Daniel Baker, a prominent entrepreneur of Buckeystown.^
In 1898, the Maryland Legislature chartered the Buckingham Industrial
School for boys. According to Williams, History of Frederick County,
the school "had its origin in the desire of its founders to provide an
institution where poor boys whose surroundings were such as to preclude
an opportunity for advancement in life, could have a home, receive an
education and the opportunity to make of themselves intelligent and
useful citizens."5
1Frederick County Probate Records, Liber A 1; Folio 295.
2Frederick County Land Records, Liber WR8; Folio 229.
3Frederick County Probate Records, Liber GME 2; Folio 421.
4Frederick County Land Records, Liber CM 10; Folio 38.
5Williams

p

518
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The Buckingham Industrial School
Stretcher arches are located over each window on the north half of the building. Triple header arches are located over each window in the south half of
the building. Stretcher arches with keystones are located over each window
in the center section.
A brick belt course extends across the entire front of the building, just
below the windows on the third level.
A large frame bell-shaped cupola with pallodian windows, columns and dentiled
cornice straddles the gable in the center of the roof. The Buckingham House
is connected to the industrial school building in the center rear.
The main entrance, replaced two five panel doors with decorative transom, is
located in the seventh bay. Double hung bays on all three levels. A three
bay wide brick entrance porch extends on the west side of the building in
front of the main entrance.
The entire structure is built on a high coursed random stone foundation.
The slate roof with decorative snow stops is connected to the building by a
boxed cornice with dentiled frieze.
One large brick chimney extends just south of the center of the building.
Also located on the premises is a one story brick chapel, nineteenth century
frame bank barn, frame Victorian caretaker's house and graveyard.

2
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The Buckingham Industrial School
The school, a large three story brick structure, believed to have been
modeled after European structures built for the same purpose opened in the
fall of 1898 with Reverend A. H. Zimmerman as superintendent.
"There was at the time of the establishment of the institution, a large
stone mansion. This was remodeled and enlarged by the erection of a three
story brick addition to it, providing accommodations for fifty boys."
In 1958, the property was given by the Baker family to the Episcopal Diocese
of Maryland and has since become the Claggett Diocesan Center, a conference
center and retreat.
6

Williams, p. 519.
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